Abstract. The accuracy-based fitness approach in XCS is one of the most significant changes in comparison with original learning classifier systems. Nonetheless, neither the scaled accuracy function, nor the importance of the relative fitness approach has been investigated in detail. The recent introduction of tournament selection to XCS has shown to make the system more independent from parameter settings and scaling issues. The question remains if relative accuracy itself is actually necessary in XCS or if the evolutionary process could be based directly on error. This study investigates advantages and disadvantages of pure error-based fitness vs. relative accuracy-based fitness in XCS.
Introduction
Recent advances in XCS understanding have shown that the accuracy-based fitness approach can guide the evolutionary process to the discovery of accurate, maximally general classifiers [7] . Additionally, with the introduction of tournament selection, XCS gained a more reliable and persistent pressure towards accuracy [9] . However, it did not become clear why accuracy needs to be scaled nor why fitness is derived from the relative accuracy.
This study investigates the fitness approach in XCS. The relative accuracybased fitness approach underlies several peculiar parameter choices which need to be investigated and clarified. Moreover, although XCS's fitness approach was successful in many different investigations (e.g. [2, 11, 4] ), it is not clear if the additional accuracy bias is necessary for a successful evolutionary process in XCS. In fact, it seems possible that XCS selection with tournament selection could be solely based on minimizing error instead of maximizing accuracy. In this way, the additional accuracy bias would become irrelevant and parameter estimations should reach less noisy values faster.
The remainder of this study is structured as follows. The next section gives a short overview over the XCS system with the relevant parameter initialization method and update methods. Next, we study the effect of basing selection directly on error instead of accuracy-based fitness. Summary and conclusions conclude the study.
XCS Overview
XCS is a very general learning mechanism that combines gradient-based optimization of predictions with evolutionary-based space partitioning. The partitions evolve to enable maximally accurate predictions. While XCS was also successfully applied in multi-step problems [22, 15, 16 ,1], we restrict this study to classification problems to avoid the additional problem of reward propagation. However, the insights of this study should readily carry over to multi-step problems. This section introduces XCS as a pure classification system providing the necessary details to comprehend the remainder of this work. For a more complete introduction to XCS the interested reader is referred to the original paper [22] and the algorithmic description [10] .
We define a classification problem as a problem that consists of problem instances s ∈ S that need to be classified by XCS with one of the possible classifications a ∈ A. The problem then provides scalar payoff R ∈ with respect to the made classification. The goal for XCS is to choose the classification that results in the highest payoff. To do that, XCS is designed to learn a complete mapping from any possible s × a combination to an accurate payoff value. To keep things simple, we investigate problems with Boolean input and classification, i.e. S ⊆ {0, 1} L where L denotes the fixed length of the input string and A = {0, 1}.
XCS evolves a population [P ] of rules, or classifiers. Each classifier in XCS consists of five main components. The condition C ∈ {0, 1, #} L specifies the subspace of the problem instances in which the classifier is applicable, or matches. The "don't care" symbol # matches in all input cases. The action part A ∈ A specifies the advocated action, or classification. The payoff prediction p approaches the average payoff encountered after executing action A in situations in which condition C matches. The prediction error ε estimates the average deviation, or error, of the payoff prediction p. The fitness reflects the average relative accuracy of the classifier with respect to other overlapping classifiers.
XCS iteratively updates its knowledge base with respect to each problem instance. Given current input s, XCS forms a match set [M ] consisting of all classifiers in [P ] whose conditions match s. If an action is not represented in [M ], a covering classifier is created that matches s (#-symbols are inserted with a probability of P # at each position). For each classification, XCS forms a payoff prediction P (a), i.e. the fitness-weighted average of all reward prediction estimates of the classifiers in [M ] that advocate classification a. The payoff predictions determine the appropriate classification. After the classification is selected and sent to the problem, payoff R is provided according to which XCS updates all classifiers in the current action set [ 
The parameter ε 0 (ε 0 > 0) controls the tolerance for prediction error ε; parameters α (α ∈ (0, 1)) and ν (ν > 0) are constants controlling the rate of decline in accuracy κ when ε 0 is exceeded. The accuracy values κ in the action set [A] are then converted to set-relative accuracies κ . Finally, classifier fitness F is updated towards the classifier's current set-relative accuracy. All parameters except for fitness F are updated using the moyenne adaptive modifée technique [19] . This technique sets parameter values directly to the average of the so far encountered cases as long as the experience of a classifier is still less than 1/β. Each time the parameters of a classifier are updated, the experience counter exp of the classifier is increased by one. A GA is invoked in XCS if the average time since the last GA application on the classifiers in [A] exceeds threshold θ ga . The GA selects two parental classifiers using roulette-wheel selection [22] or the recently introduced tournament selection [9] . Two offspring are generated reproducing the parents and applying crossover and mutation. Parents stay in the population competing with their offspring. We apply free mutation in which each attribute of the offspring condition is mutated to the other two possibilities with equal probability. Parameters of the offspring are inherited from the parents, except for the experience counter exp which is set to one, the numerosity num which is set to one, and the fitness F which is multiplied by 0.1. In the insertion process, subsumption deletion may be applied [23] to stress generalization.
The population of classifiers [P ] is of fixed size N . Excess classifiers are deleted from [P ] with probability proportional to an estimate of the size of the action sets that the classifiers occur in (stored in the additional parameter as). If the classifier is sufficiently experienced and its fitness F is significantly lower than the average fitness of classifiers in [P ], its deletion probability is further increased.
Error-Based Selection
Although an error-based selection method still pursues the XCS goal of evolving a complete and accurate reward map of a problem several differences can be identified. This section discusses these differences and experimentally investigates error-based fitness in XCS.
Major Differences
As mentioned in the XCS overview, selection is usually based on the set-relative accuracy derived fitness estimate of a classifier. In offspring classifiers this fitness is usually derived from the parents (sometimes also from the average fitness in the population) and multiplied by 0.1 to be pessimistic about the offspring quality. Dependent on the learning rate β, the moyenne adaptive modifée (MAM) technique, the experience counter, and the accuracy scaling, more accurate offspring reaches a fitness value higher than the parental value after a certain amount of updates. Only then the more-accurate offspring has the chance to outperform its parents and take-over the specific environmental niche it covers. The number of influences suggest that complex interactions of different factors can occur.
Similar to the fitness approach, though, it seems also possible to base selection directly on the prediction error estimate of a classifier. While accuracy-based fitness needs to be maximized, error-based fitness needs to be minimized. Additional effects are expectable, though, since the error estimate is directly derived from the parental value (without a pessimistic increase) and the error estimate is not set relative, effectively disabling fitness sharing. While the former factor should have the effect that offspring sometimes causes additional disruption, the latter factor might result in weaker niche support pressure. These factors are investigated in our experimental study.
Interestingly, though, due to the lack of fitness sharing, additionally, overlapping classifiers are enabled in this framework. The relative-accuracy-based fitness approach in the original XCS causes the evolution of non-overlapping niches that cover the whole reward map of a learning problem (see e.g. [13, 14] for further analyses). Error-based fitness will cause the evolution of a similar complete reward map but allows overlapping classifiers. This might be advantageous in unevenly overlapping niches, but has the drawback that more classifiers need to be sustained to continuously cover the whole problem space. The additional classifiers also undergo additional competition due to the unrestricted population-wide deletion technique.
Implementation
Error-based selection is realized applying tournament selection. Instead of maximizing the fitness estimate of a classifier, the error estimate is minimized. Thus, the classifier wins in the current tournament in an action set that has the lowest reward prediction error estimate. Parameter updates are not changed.
Additionally, to free XCS completely from the fitness evaluation, the prediction array needs to be formed with respect to a classifier's error estimate and not to its fitness estimate. Since the error estimate in young classifiers is very noisy, the reward prediction estimate is less trusted than in elder classifiers. Widrow & Stearns (1985) formalized how the reward prediction error can be expected to vary with respect to the number of encountered reward prediction updates [20] .
Assuming the encountering of a perfect signal P and the initial estimate p i , then the error of the actual estimate p(t) can be determined as follows [20] :
Assuming the worst-case initialization error wc = max{p i ; P max − p i } as the initial error and assuming furthermore a perfect reward signal from then on, the maximal difference from the actual average encountered reward can be estimated as follows:
Since the prediction error of a classifier can reach on average half the maximal reward prediction P max /2 (temporarily it might also lie a little above this value), the maximal error in the reward prediction error can be determined as follows denoting wc as the maximum possible error of the error and assuming a perfect signal.
The actual error of a classifier can now be estimated somewhat pessimistic as the actual error estimate plus the worst-case differing amount (assuming a perfect signal).
The prediction array may now be weighted according to the estimated error in conjunction with the actual reward prediction value p:
This prediction array determination consequently ignores fitness but weights the reward estimates according to the actual inverse error estimate. Finally, deletion cannot be biased on the fitness estimate of a classifier as originally proposed and investigated in [12] . Consequently, deletion is proportional to the action set size estimate alone as in the original XCS implementation [22] . The next section investigates the impact of these modifications in several typical Boolean function problems.
Experimental Investigation
Several questions need to be investigated in the new approach. First, the question is if in fact overlapping, accurate classifiers evolve. Next, the speed of evolution will show if the direct error dependence allows a faster or slower detection of the relevant environmental niches and thus, if performance speed increases or decreases. Finally, due to the additional overlapping classifiers, the support of each environmental niche needs to be investigated. Will XCS be able to sustain the representation of the complete problem with the same number of classifiers? To answer these questions, we apply XCS to the multiplexer function [22, 6] and the count ones problem [6, 8] . Table 1 shows the typical difference in the classifier lists of relative-accuracybased fitness and error-based fitness in the six multiplexer. While in the relative case mainly non-overlapping classifiers evolve, that explicitly identify each environmental niche, in the error-based case those classifiers evolve as well as classifiers that overlap two niches. For example, niches 01*0**-1 and 11***0-1 (specifying accurately the incorrect class) would be represented perfectly by the similar classifiers substituting don't care symbols for the star symbols. These evolve in the relative-accuracy-based case. However, in the error-based case, also the overlapping classifiers gain a high numerosity value such as classifier #1#0#0-1. Note that in the exemplar runs, the maximal population size was set to N = 2000 so that niche support was not a problem in this case. The overlapping classifiers gain a similar numerosity (on average) as the non-overlapping ones do. Hardly any pressure towards the non-overlapping classifiers can be detected. Further experiments in the larger 20 multiplexer problem are displayed in Figure 1 showing the normal multiplexer problem, and the problem with additional Gaussian noise (adding a Gaussian Noise with standard deviation σ = 300 on the provided reward reflecting noise in the fitness evaluation function).
All runs show that XCS with error-based fitness is able to solve the problem as well. The evolutionary speed is slightly decreased, that is, perfect performance is reached after a larger number of steps in comparison to relative-accuracybased fitness. Part of the explanation for this decrease in learning speed can be attributed to the larger number of classifiers that is evolved. Additionally, parameter initialization issues appear relevant. Since fitness is decreased by 0.1 in offspring classifiers and fitness is updated by the Widrow-Hoff rule from the beginning, disruption by young classifiers appears to be prevented better in the fitness-based selection case than in the error-based selection case. The relative fitness approach also results in a slightly stronger generalization pressure. The pressure appears to be mainly due the initial decrease in offspring fitness. The decrease in fitness assures that similarly accurate parents win the tournament against their offspring. More specialized classifiers undergo parameter updates less frequently so that the more specialized a classifier the longer it takes for it to exceed its parent's fitness. Thus, more generalized similarly accurate classifiers reach higher fitness values faster.
Besides the multiplexer problem, we experiment with the count ones problem in which overlapping niches need to be sustained to ensure the representation of a complete problem solution. Besides Gaussian noise, we also added alternating noise, in which the incorrect reward is provided with a probability of 0.15, reflecting noise with incorrect classification cases [6] . Similar performance observations can be made. The error-based approach again suffers more from more offspring disruption so that a reliable 100% performance is reached slighlty slower. However, particularly in the noisy problem cases, XCS with error-based selection reaches a slightly higher performance level. Thus, fitness sharing may cause disruption in problems in which overlapping niches actually need to be sustained for a complete problem solution.
Summary and Conclusions
Summing up, we could show that an XCS in which selection is purely based on error is able to solve similar Boolean function problems as the normal XCS. Hereby, performance was slightly worse than in the original XCS approach but with the gain of having less parameters per classifier and depending less on learning rate β. Moreover, the peculiar accuracy-scaling function is not necessary anymore. Parameter estimates can now be directly inherited from the parents. An additional parameter estimate decrease is not necessary. Despite the successful application, it became also clear that the approach deserves further investigation. A similar error estimate as done for the prediction array calculation might be useful in the selection mechanism to prevent disruption in the error-based case. Other mechanisms are imaginable to prevent disruption but still ensure detection of better classifiers fast.
In conclusion, the results show that fitness sharing is actually not necessary in the XCS framework. Niching is assured due to the niche-based reproduction in conjunction with population-wide deletion. Thus, while fitness-sharing is very likely to be mandatory in other LCS frameworks, such as the ZCS system [21, 3] , niching in XCS is accomplished by the niche-based reproduction mechanism. This niching effect and its impact on population sizing in XCS is investigated in detail elsewhere [5, 4] .
The study also points out that parameter initialization in offspring classifiers is still in its infancy. Proper mathematical approaches to the parameter estimations are necessary to understand possible disruption and ensure fast detection of more accurate (or lower error) classifiers. Additionally, the MAM technique might be questioned because initial, large updates may be highly disruptive. However, parameter initialization becomes even more crucial once pure WidrowHoff updates are applied (since then an incorrect initial value can cause strong disruption). More resent modifications of XCS showed that the prediction part in XCS is generally very flexible enabling the estimation of linear and polynomial predictions approximated with recursive least squares or the pseudo inverse [17, 18] .
The results herein show that in strongly overlapping problems, the fitness sharing approach may be reconsidered or may actually be obsolete. Future analyses on this matter will be relevant not only for the XCS classifier system but also for LCSs in general since all (Michigan-style) classifier systems rely on iterative parameter updates and thus noisy fitness estimates.
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